Objectives for Spending Pupil Premium Grant 2015-2016
Provision

Allocation

Desired Outcome

Actual Impact

Positive Play Programme
The Positive Play Programme is to raise
the self-esteem of children and young
people, helping them to access the
curriculum and so achieve their
potential

£2000

To allow young people a space to
express and communicate feelings
and difficulties in their lives,
through a variety of media in
constructive rather than aggressive
ways and in a safe non-threatening
environment.

The positive play programme has
had a significant impact on pupil’s
social emotional and mental health
needs. Case studies and boxall
profiles demonstate the progress
and impact the programme has had
on individual pupils.

To help young people feel good
about themselves, and raise selfesteem by providing activities that
look at their strengths and by
valuing what they do and making it
special.
To provide a non-authoritarian,
supportive, reliable, safe,
unconditional relationship within
the school and other settings.
To help young people acquire the
complex range of life skills needed
to achieve their full potential.

High Quality Teaching
At Fulfen we expect that the needs of
all pupils are addressed through high
quality classroom teaching, therefore a
percentage of the grant will be used
towards staff training.
• Sharing good practice through
observations/team
teachings/meetings
• Assessment
Teaching Assistants
Use TAs to deliver high quality one to
one and small group support using
structured interventions

One to One Support
Two pupils with additional needs need
full time support therefore their
allocation has been used for this
purpose.

£10,000

The gap between pupil premium
pupils and their peers will close
considerably.
The majority of pupils will make
better than expected progress.

£10,000

£2,600

Pupils will access a broad
curriculum.
They will achieve better than
expected progress in all core
subjects.
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The pupil’s were able to access the
curriculum, lessons and a variety of
experiences through the one to one
support provided.

Academic Trips and Events
Day trips and residential trip will be
paid for by the PP Grant.

£10,000

Equality of education and
opportunity for PP pupils, alongside
non PP pupils.

All pupils accessed day trips and
residential trips through the PP
grant.

Sport Provision
! Daily lunchtime clubs
! Daily after school clubs
! PE Intervention x2 weekly

£5000

More pupils will have the
opportunity to develop a variety of
new skills.

100% OF PP accessed one of the
sports provisions throughout the
academic year.

Pupil Progress Meetings
Teachers meet with the Head Teacher,
Deputy and The Leader for Inclusion
regularly to ensure that pupils are
achieving their potential and that their
needs are being catered for through a
variety of different provision.

£3,400

Develop and improve gross motor
skills
All pupils make at least good
progress but a large proportion
make outstanding progress.

Pupil progress meetings enabled
staff to meet every six weeks and
discuss the progress and provision
put in place for pupils.

